Abstract. In this paper we provide an integral representation of the fractional Laplace-Beltrami operator for general riemannian manifolds which has several interesting applications. We give two different proofs, in two different scenarios, of essentially the same result. One of them deals with compact manifolds with or without boundary, while the other approach treats the case of riemannian manifolds without boundary whose Ricci curvature is uniformly bounded below.
Introduction
Fractional laplacians appear in a number of equations of mathematical interest. In the euclidean space and tori explicit expresions are well-known. For example Zygmund's operator, √ −∆, can be expressed in the tori as a principal value integral Λf (x) = c n P.V. This expresions combined with elementary algebra provide useful pointwise estimates (see, for instance, [12, 13, 7] ). In other situations lack of explicit expresions like the one stated above make the analysis much harder to achieve, this typically corresponds to situations involving boundary effects or anisotropy.
In this paper we will provide an integral representation of the fractional Laplace-Beltrami operator on a general compact manifold with a nice error term. As a first example of the power of these explicit formulae we present direct proofs of fractional Sobolev's embeddings on compact manifolds. Furthermore, the explicit kernels make transparent the rôle played by 1 different ad hoc definitions of fractional integration. The authors have applied these representations in their recent work [2] to prove global existence of the critical surface quasigeostrophic equation on the two dimensional standard sphere. The present work stems from our original approach [14] which remained unpublished since we found another alternative proof which we judged to be specially elegant. But one of the features of the present approach is that it allows to improve the Córdoba-Córdoba inequality (cf. [12, 13] ) in the spirit of the nonlinear lower bounds due to Constantin and Vicol (cf. [11] ), namely, one may achieve pointwise estimates of the form
.
Those turn out to be quite useful concerning the important question of global existence of solutions to the critical surface quasigeostrophic equation in R n . Their work followed landmark results obtained independently by Kiselev, Nazarov and Volberg [17] and Caffarelli and Vasseur [7] . We believe that its usefulness justifies now its publication due to its instrumental rôle in the subsequent contributions of the authors to the regularity of weak solutions to the (critical) drift diffusion equations on manifolds, namely
where u is a divergence free vector field that depends on θ in some specific manner (e.g. Riesz's transform). Let us highlight the following result for the critical surface quasigeostrophic equation on the sphere Theorem 1.1. Let the vector field u = ∇ ⊥ g Λ −1 θ and the initial data θ 0 ∈ C ∞ (S 2 ). Then the unique global weak solution is smooth for all times, i.e.
Its proof will be published elsewhere. It combines De Giorgi's ideas as in the work of Caffarelli and Vasseur with some nonlinear maximum principles coming from the work of Constantin and Vicol (cf. [7, 11] ). Let us add that in some related work of Constantin and Ignatova concerning the equation on euclidean bounded domains [9, 10] they regret the lack of explicit expresions for their kernels. Our method can be used in their context, but allowing as well to include the difficulty produced by anisotropy.
1.1. The integral representation. As usual let (M, g) be a closed compact manifold of dimension n ≥ 2 whose Laplace-Beltrami operator is denoted by −∆ g . The following is the main result of this paper Theorem 1.2. Let f be smooth and s ∈ (0, 1), then for any fixed N one has the representation , y) ) is a smooth function, χ is a smooth cut off function equal to one on the diagonal, the implicit constant depends on N, c s,n > 0 is a constant independent of N and u 0 is a smooth function such that u 0 (x, x) = 1.
Notice that the norm in the error might be taken to be L ∞ . The proof uses spectral calculus interwined with Hadamard parametrix to provide an explicit integral representation, similar to a classical singular integral, with a harmless error. This is enough for the applications we have in mind and in order to establish it we will start with the following Lemma 1.3. For s ∈ (−1, 0) and under the hypotheses of the previous theorem
holds.
An integration by parts argument will then imply the theorem for any s ∈ (0, 1). Notice that in the two dimensional setting for s = −1 a logarithm singularity must appear in the lemma, but here we will not consider this case which need such well known modification. The explicit expression of the error is crucial for the applications, and one may compare it with similar expresions for the cases of the flat tori or euclidean space, as was pointed out in the introduction (cf. [12, 13, 20] ). In the case of manifolds with boundary there is controlled degeneration of constants as one approaches the boundary.
In the non compact case, instead of Hadamard parametrix we will use the fundamental solution of the heat operator which, nevertheless, is related to the former by a Laplace transform (cf. [19] ). One needs then to employ a different identity to begin with, together with some sharp heat kernel bounds whose validity demands geometrical restrictions on the Ricci curvature, which has to be bounded below. Also a strictly positive lower bound for the injectivity radius is required. Theorem 1.4. Let (M, g) be a closed riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature and injectivity radius bounded below, f be smooth and s ∈ (0, 1).
Then one has the following representation , y) ) is a smooth function, χ is a smooth diagonal cut off function, c s,n > 0 and U 0 is a smooth function such that U 0 (x, x) = 1.
Observe that the error term has a remarkable difference with the main result stated before (Theorem 1.2). We will present this result first, which is more general although not quite as strong as the former. Afterwards we will introduce the needed notational convention together with the essentials of the Hadamard parametrix construction. Then we will end the paper with a proof of the main result and, for the sake of completeness, the fractional Sobolev embedding theorem that was needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1. ) and p = 2n n−2s
. Then there exist a constant C > 0 such that
The cases when s is an integer are well known and can be found in [3, 4] .
Proof of Theorem 1.4: the non compact case
In this proof we will take advantage of the following well known representation formula
The semigroup action might be expressed through the heat kernel G(x, y, t) as follows
We will split this integral in three parts: corresponding to large times, small times but far from the spatial singularity and, finally, small times near the singularity. In fact the latter is the main part contributing to the kernel in our expression while the other two will add to the error term in the statement. The first integral corresponds to
which is O( f ∞ ). The second integral has the form
To control it we use the bound of Li and Yau (Corollary 3.1 from [18] ). Here the condition on the curvature arises, namely, their bound assures the existence of a positive constant C such that
where Ric g ≥ κ, C is some positive constant and B x (r) denotes the ball of radius r centered at x. It is quite elementary to check that such an integral is bounded by O( f ∞ ). We are hence left with
In such a range we can use the heat kernel parametrix (which is actually closely related to Hadamard's parametrix, cf. [19] ), namely:
where U 0 (x, x) = 1, χ is a radial cut off function around x and k is big enough. We refer to [19] or [8] for further details. One may expand the O-term asymtotically where further powers of t will appear together with some smooth functions having an interesting geometric meaning. However, they are unnecessary for our current purposes. Plugging that information into the above integral one finds after a trivial change of variables that it is equal to:
t n/2+1+2s dtdvol g (y).
One can now complete the range of the inner integral to the whole interval (0, ∞) to obtain a constant, while noticing that the added part decays very rapidly to zero.
The Hadamard parametrix
In this section we present a brief description of the Hadamard parametrix construction which is suited for our purposes. A complete though rather technical treatment can be found in Hörmander's [16] . A more recent and accesible exposition can be found in [15] . We intermingle both here. Let us introduce F z 0 known as a Bessel potential of order zero which is a fundamental solution of (−∆ − z)F z 0 (s) = δ 0 (x). Fourier analysis can be employed to obtain the following representation formula
Notice that it is radial being the Fourier transform of another radial function. The Hadamard parametrix method introduces more potentials, F z ν (x), as part of the construction which can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions of the second kind as follows (cf. [15] )
The special functions involved satisfy the following bound for Re(w) > 0:
for some absolute constant C > 0 (cf. [21] , §7 · 23). They also satisfy several recursive relations among which we will use −2 ∂Fν ∂x = xF ν−1 for ν > 0. Let u 0 be some function to be specified later
where
Here we are employing normal coordinates and a consequence of Gauss lemma implicitly. To get rid of the last term we will know choose u 0 to be a function such that u 0 (0) = 1 and
For further approximations one proceeds similarly, where all the functions u ν that appear in the process are smooth. We refer the reader to the aforementioned references for further details on the construction. Let χ(x, y) be a cut off function supported near the diagonal, it follows that the operator
is a right parametrix of (
where h is some specific smooth function.
Proof of Theorem 1.2: the compact case
Let s < 0. We may use spectral calculus to define
where γ is some appropiate contour which avoids the negative real numbers, i.e. we choose a branch of the logarithm so that z α is holomorphic. This countour integral must be interpreted as a principal value integral on which γ corresponds to the imaginary axis, the range of s helps to take limits near zero and infinity. Notice that this is consistent with the spectral definition of the operator itself. This identity implies (−∆ g ) s f (x) equals
plus lower order terms.
Each parametrix summand can be expressed as
Making the change of variables w = √ zd g (x, y) this double integral might be expressed as the product of a contour integral and a space integral. Notice that the contour integral is a constant not depending on the geometry, which coincides with the explicit one corresponding to the tori case. As a consequence the above double integral, up to a constant, is given by
The other terms are less singular and can be handled similarly. Let us now turn to the error term which has the form 1
Subtitution of the expressions above leads to
Let us denote by H we apply the above formula to −∆ g f , integrate by parts the principal part including the rest in the kernel k N .
At this point a comment is in order: the Sobolev embedding theorem mentioned above can be proved independently of our next section. Indeed
One may now apply Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Weyl's law estimates and Plancherel to conclude |f (x)| ≤ C f H n/2+ε . Remark 4.1 (Manifolds with boundary). In this case one uses Dirichlet or Neumann eigenfunctions and define acordingly its fractional operator. The parametrix still works due to its local character but the cut off χ should be taken more carefully. It would be enough to take χ(x, y) to be supported in a ball inside the manifold, but as a consequence the bounds of its derivatives which appear in the constant within the error term degenerate as we approach the boundary. We leave the details to the reader. f (y)g(y)dy = sup
where p −1 + q −1 = 1 are conjugates. But the last L 2 -norm is bounded since it equals g(−∆ g ) −s g which, due to our formula, is susceptible to an application of the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality. The error term introduced is even nicer. To show it does not affect the validity of our statement it is enough to interpolate between the L 2 → L 2 and the L 1 → L ∞ bounds. The former has already been settled, let us show how to deal with the latter for which the following estimate holds
where we are denoting by Ef the space integral in the error term, whose kernel is able to absorb derivatives without affecting integrability.
